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About Us
Hoyer Transport Vietnam,
one of the leading ship agents in Vietnam,
committed to providing the highest quality
agency service on behalf of owners and charterers
specializing in handling bulk carriers of coal,
iron ore, steel, agricultural products and tankers
carrying chemicals and petrochemicals.
We offer a one-stop, full-service suite of port
agency services that can be combined with
logistics support, marine planning and other
marine services to meet specific client needs.
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COMPLETE LOCAL INFORMATION
Our team has strong connections with port
authorities and key vendors to ensure
smooth and timely services.

CUSTOMIZED SERVICE
Customized services to meet the needs of
our principals in the fast changing, global
shipping environment.

SPECIALIST IN OPERATION

We deliver quality service at the
best price, based on our
experience, knowledge and

Providing cargo superintendents or port

captain services if required.

professionalism, which provides
operational efficiencies and cost

savings to our customers.
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We tailored our services to satisfy customers’ particular needs in port.

01. FREIGHT
FORWARDING
SERVICES

02. CARGO
HANDLING

Hoyer Transport Vietnam

We offer transnational network

provides comprehensive services

coverage, with an intragroup

that will meet all your freight

network and resources located in

forwarding needs. We offer wide

Taiwan, Vietnam, and Cambodia.

network options that are tailored

Hoyer Transport produces multi-

to suit your time and cost

modal transport solutions to

requirements, putting our global

difficult cargo handling operations.

network at your disposal.

03. ISOTANK &
CHEMICAL
TRANSPORTATION

04. FLEXIBAG
SERVICES

Providing globally top-ranked

Hoyer Transport Vietnam is

Isotank solutions, Hoyer Global

experienced in the loading and

Transport operates more than

unloading of flexibags. We provide a

39,000 tanks worldwide and is

safe and inexpensive alternative to

the exclusive agent in Vietnam.

drums for transporting demanding
bulk liquids such as food products,
resulting in a significant savings of
volume per delivery.
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SHIP AGENT SERVICES

05. FULL HUSBANDRY
SERVICE

06. VESSEL
SERVICE AT PORT

Full husbandry services including

Keeping you fully informed of

crew changes, fresh water, fuel and

your vessel’s status prior to,

bunker supply, all with one point of

during and after the port call while

contact.

we promptly meet your needs and
adapt to changing conditions

07. THIRD PARTY
SUPPLY SERVICE

08. PORT & TERMINAL
NEGOTIATOR SERVICE

Management of cost-effective

Negotiation with port & terminal

third-party supply services,

authorities on berthing, unberthing,

actively exploring and initiating

pilotage, tugs & other port services

cost savings.

when necessary.
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2006

2007

Representative office set up
in Ho Chi Minh city
Office and expatriate allocated. As
Marketing arm for SOVEREIGN BASE
LOGISTICS, container feeder service of
Phnom Penh – Ho Chi Minh
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We are one of leading shipping agents in Vietnam

2008

Launch of business of isotank services
for HOYER GLOBAL TRANSPORT

2010

Acquired business license of
foreign direct investment

2011

Launched the service of Flexibag services
of HOYER GLOBAL TRANSPORT
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2013

Operate & acting as port agent
for container barges of
SOVERIGN BASE LOGISTICS

2014

Expanded agency business activities
to act as general agent & port agent
for tramp vessels

2015

Set up branch office in Hatinh province
to perform agency services covering
middle of Vietnam.

2016

Stably developed & earning high
market share in Son Duong port &
Formosa Hatinh Steel Corp.

2019

Launch Nghi Son and Phu My office,
expanding in Vietnam market
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GLOBAL
THINKING,
LOCAL
EXPERTISE

Tailored solutions
to meet your
particular needs
in port

Delivery of
high-quality
services

Top-down control
of costs and
service level

24/7
customer
support

Full Agency services with local expertise.
We perform all in-port services needed, such as vessel boarding,
monitoring of vessel operations and coordination of booked
services (Isotank, Husbandry agent service).
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Logistic support
Comprehensive sea, inland and air services that meet
all your logistic needs.
Fast, flexible and efficient, our door-to-deck services
use the transport mode that best matches your
company’s time and cost concerns.
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Agent activities
We have a dedicated Offshore operations team,
who are able to offer full logistics support services
that any offshore project may require.
This includes: permits, etc.

Agency ( for owner, charter,
general agent, protective agent )
Port Clearance
Bunkering
Boarding & Survey
Fresh water supply
Crew Change

Reliability
Agility
Flexibility
Diversity

Tug - Towing
Rescue crew at sea
Docking Arrangement
Vessel repair.

We acted as the ship agent of MV. DIVINUS,
the first Capesize vessel calling Vietnam.
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Specialized in steel cargo operation

Ensure proper packing,
labeling, cargo
segregation &
transportation.

Steel products
Loading
Operation

Monitors the evolution of
international regulations
to make sure that your
metal and steel cargo is
delivered in the best
possible way.

Our operational expertise in the transport of metals and
steel is built on more than 10 years of experience.
World-renowned steel companies, an international freight
forwarder and customs broker, are the reliable answers to
your requirements for delivery times, availability and quality
of services in the international transport of metals and steel.
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General Cargo

Our experts deliver tailor-made
solutions ensuring a safe and
secure handling of cargoes.
Ensure safety of the crew,
cargo, and marine environment.
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Livestock
Discharging

Highly skilled and professional experts have an in-depth knowledge of the
live export trade as well as understanding the needs of Livestock Shipping
and how to best achieve optimal outcomes across all markets. This ensures
the entire supply chain of operations is carried out to guarantee best practice
animal welfare outcomes, high quality livestock supply, financial returns for
customers, and compliance with all regulatory requirements.
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Bulk Cargo
With all of this expertise and capability comes an
unrivalled commitment to customer service. We will
work hard to understand your needs in order to
develop a productive, long-term partnership.
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“ It is a matter of pride for us as we are driven by a fierce desire to meet and exceed the needs of
our customers for quality shipping, logistics and marine services, wherever they go.”

Chemical Cargo
BEST SHIPPING SOLUTIONS FOR CHEMICAL

•
•
•

Chemical cargo compliance
Procedures for security assessment
Specialist consultant
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Wind
power
equipment
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Project preparation
Site evaluation
Route planning
Custom agent services
Loading and unloading of wind turbines
& wind blades
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Wind Energy Transport Specialist

Your project is routine or extremely complex
No matter what size wind energy project you’re involved with,
Hoyer Transport Vietnam can design a shipping solution that is precisely
right for you.

Determine the best, most efficient solution
Deliver safely and on time
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We provide an extensive range of services that will
exceed our customers’ expectations and ensure the
success of all of our partners.

Efficiency
Timely
Competitive
Professional

COST SAVING

TIME SAVING

We guarantee high
quality services with
significant cost
advantage and timely
regular delivery.

Our business is
comprehensive, making it
simple to you to get expert
advice from our
shipping specialists.
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Full time
support
Our ‘hands-on’ agency boarding officers provide 24/7 service with
knowledgeable, professional, personable and ‘can do’ attitudes.
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CONTACT
HO CHI MINH CITY HEAD OFFICE

HA TINH BRANCH OFFICE

“Whether you’re a ship owner looking for quality agency

Room 1405, 14F, No. 45 Vo Thi Sau street,

4F, Port authority building, Son Duong

services, a shipper in need of a reliable freight forwarder,

Dakao ward, District 1, Hochiminh city

port, Ky Loi, Ky Anh, Ha Tinh province

or a marine company seeking for dedicated support,

Tel: +84 28 39115778

Tel: +84 239 3900286

think about us!”

Fax : +84 28 39115776

FHS Ext.: +84 2393 722123 #6522

agency@hoyervn.com

hatinh.agency@hoyervn.com

NGHI SON OFFICE
No. 513 Hai Thuong Street, Tinh Gia,

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT

Thanh Hoa Province

acc.vn@hoyervn.com

nghison.agency@hoyervn.com

htacc@hoyervn.com

PHU MY OFFICE - ODA THI VAI PORT
1F, Port building, Thi Vai general port,
Phu My, Tan Thanh, Ba-Ria Vung Tau
agency@hoyervn.com
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